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Pattern Notes
This pattern includes stitch abbreviations, link to the video tutorial and is written in UK terms 

(US translation given in brackets)

Skill Level : Beginner

Yarn: You can use any yarn and corresponding hook size. I used Boho Spirit and a 4mm hook.

Other Materials: Yarn needle

Online tutorial: Cluster V Stitch Scarf Tutorial

Stitch Terms:
This pattern is written in UK terms
US terms are included below to help you translate where needed.
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Term UK Stitch US Stitch

Ch/s Chain/s

Sl st Slip stitch

dc Double crochet Single crochet

tr Treble crochet Double crochet

Cl V Cluster V 

Special Stitch
Cl V 
*Yarn over, insert into stitch/ space, yarn over and pull up (3 loops on hook) yarn over pull through 2
loops, yarn over insert back into same stitch, yarn over pull up (4 loops on hook) yarn over pull
through 2, (3 loops on hook) yarn over pull through all remaining loops*. Ch 2 and repeat * to *

https://youtu.be/GAjdc7BHk84
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Worked back and forth in rows and turn at the end of each row.

Foundation chain :  I worked 21 + 2 for my scarf using a 4mm hook, adjust this to suit the width 
you want with the hook size you’re choosing to use. (work in multiples of 3 + 2) 

Foundation Row: Cl V into 5th chain from the hook (see Special Stitches or refer to online video) 
skip 2 chains, *Cl V into next, skip 2 chains* repeat * to * 
To finish the row, skip 2 and Tr (Dc) into the final chain.
This is how your foundation row should be looking:

Row 1: Ch 3 & turn. *Cl V into the ch 2 space in the middle of the V from the previous row* repeat 
* to * along the row. To finish the row, work 1 Tr (dc) into the top of the 4 skipped stitches on 
foundation row.

Row 2: Ch 3 & turn. *Cl V into the ch 2 space in the middle of the V from the previous row* repeat 
* to * along the row. To finish the row, work 1 Tr (dc) into the top of the ch 3.

Repeat Row 2 until your scarf is as long as you want it to be. If  making an infinity scarf, leave a 
long tail to sew the ends together.

My scarf measured 46” and I turned it into an infinity scarf which wraps around twice. 
You’ll want it to be longer to be used as a regular scarf. 

Finish Off: Sew in any ends using your yarn needle. If  you’re unsure how to do that then take a 
look at this tutorial: Sewing In Ends Tutorial

I used a simple whip stitch to sew my two ends together. 

Remember to refer to the YouTube tutorial if  you’re struggling with any of the stitches. 

Tag me on Instagram if you make any of my patterns @blossom_crochetUK

Rebekah
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https://youtu.be/dG7xr56gC2U
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